More Praise for The Dream Sleeper
“This is the sleep book parents have been hoping to find! Sleep is
one of the most important issues families face, and now you’ll know
just what to do—and feel good about it. The Dream Sleeper: A ThreePart Plan for Getting Your Baby to Love Sleep offers effective, comforting solutions to the question, ‘How can I help my baby (and my
family) to get good sleep?’ ”
—Alan Greene, MD, FAAP author, Raising Baby Green
and Feeding Baby Green
“No need for stacks of books on the subject with Kira and Conner
on your team! The Dream Sleeper offers every parent the knowledge,
reassurance, and confidence needed for you and your new baby to
navigate the challenging terrain of sleep.”
—Dr. Ingrid Schweiger, psychotherapist and author,
Self-Esteem for a Lifetime
“Written in a supportive and engaging style, this book is brimming
with sound advice and practical pointers. I would recommend this
book to new parents as well as to those who are already bleary, teary,
or weary eyed!”
—Andrew Adesman, MD, developmental pediatrician; author,
BabyFacts: The Truth About Your Child’s Health from
Newborn Through Preschool
“Our moms absolutely love Dream Team’s sleep advice. Kira and
Conner are caring, down-to-earth, and their approach works. Our
own kids are a testament to that.”
—Risa Goldberg and Leslie Venokur, founders, Big City Moms
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FOREWORD

W

e were seated at a table in the back of a nondescript Italian
restaurant on the Upper West Side of New York City,
talking about sleep. The invitation had come through Kira Ryan, an
intelligent, gentle, and good-humored mother of one of my patients
whom I had come to know over that past year. At the close of her
daughter’s checkup one afternoon, Kira had asked if I would be
interested in helping her and a friend create a sleep consulting business. Perhaps it was the abundance of sleep questions in my practice
that day, perhaps it was the nightly 2:00 a.m. waking with my
eleven-month-old son (who had previously slept through the night),
or perhaps it was Kira’s thoughtful excitement that inspired me to
accept the offer. Whatever the reason, I found myself eating dinner
that night with two women who were very excited about sleep.
Kira’s friend and business partner, Conner Herman, is a warm,
dynamic woman. She possesses an unexpected combination of
southern graciousness and military-like determination. Kira and
Conner described to me how they had met on the streets of New
York, instantly connected, and shared their individual struggles with
their children’s sleep. Conner confessed suffering months of guilt
and exhaustion while fruitlessly wading though advice books, Web
sites, and the well-meaning suggestions of friends. She told me that
she had finally enlisted the help of a sleep consultant, and her family
was literally totally transformed by sleep—and I believed her. I
believed her partly because Conner radiates trustworthiness and
partly because I witness families changed by sleep every day in my
pediatric practice.
xi
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When Kira subsequently found herself struggling with her
daughter’s sleep, Conner (in the way only an empathetic best friend
can) guided her through the process of helping her daughter learn
to sleep. Kira’s daughter began sleeping, and her family was transformed as well. Over the next several months, Conner and Kira
started helping their friends solve relatively simple sleep issues with
great success. They noted both the commonness of sleep problems
as well as the unique way they played out in each family. They
observed that when given specific knowledge and great empathy,
most families had the ability to solve their child’s sleep issues, and
as they helped more and more families, they came to appreciate the
large number of families who struggled with their children’s sleep
yet didn’t know where to go for support and help. It was these
observations that led them to the idea of helping families through a
business of sleep consultation. I thought their idea was brilliant.
They were in search of expertise to deepen their understanding of
sleep, and I was all too happy to lend my medical knowledge and
perspective.
When I started my pediatric practice, I knew very little about
the sleep issues parents face throughout the life of their child. This
was not because I skipped that lecture in medical school, suffered
from substandard residency training, or failed to realize the importance of sleep. It was because my focus—as for many others during
medical training—had been on more acute medical issues. Of course,
I understood that no pediatric checkup was complete without a
sleep history, and most visits by sick children required inquiry about
how sleep had been affected. But solving the typical infant or toddler
sleep problem had been at best a back-burner matter for me—until
it was not anymore.
Sleep became and remains a central topic of discussion in
caring for my patients and their families. Many parents struggle with
getting the right amount of sleep for their children, many parents
are sleep deprived, and many parents enter my office seeking advice
on how to go about changing this pattern.
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In this new age of information, most parents have at least some
knowledge of the numerous and significant ill effects of sleep loss or
deprivation. They may know that sleep loss has cardiovascular
effects such as an increased risk for hypertension or decreases in
immune responses. They may be aware of the greater risk for mood
disorders such as depression and anxiety associated with sleep loss;
the substantial impairment in cognitive abilities such as sustained
attention, short-term memory, information processing, and school
performance; or the increased risk for motor vehicle accidents that
accompanies lack of sleep. They may have read about the growing
body of research that suggests a link between obesity and sleep loss:
both children and adults who sleep less tend to weigh more. Most
parents are not without some measure of subjective and objective
evidence that sleep is vitally important for both them and their
children.
Why, then, are children and their parents not getting the sleep
that they need? The reason is that often enough, we find that helping
our children to sleep well is not easy. Most of the time, helping our
children to sleep requires tolerating some temporary, though significant, discomfort—ours or theirs—in the pursuit of what we now
know is the ideal long-term outcome. As a parent, I struggled
with this issue, as I know so many of my patients and their families
do too.
So this is where Conner, Kira, and the rest of Dream Team
Baby come in. Possessing the compassion of a best friend, comprehensive knowledge gleaned from expert consultants, and proven
methods and techniques, Conner and Kira give parents everywhere
the strength to help their children sleep well. You will wish only that
you had read this book sooner.
Amy DeMattia, M.D.
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O

ur ability to help families would not be possible without the
smarts and guidance of our incredible group of advisors. Each
woman listed here has played a critical role in teaching us everything
we know about sleep. We think the world of them, and they are truly
the backbone of everything we share in this book. You will see tips
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PREFACE

W

elcome! We’re so happy to help you teach your baby how to
love sleep. We know you can do it!
This book has three parts. Parts One and Two are directed to
all sleep-deprived parents. The chapters in Part One provide an
introduction to sleep and an overview of how your baby’s sleep
changes over the first two years of his or her life. Part Two then
teaches the six critical steps to sleep success. Even families that are
not ready to sleep-teach can use these steps to get better sleep for
their family now. And if you absolutely cannot, under any circumstances, stand to hear your baby cry, we recommend you use only
Parts One and Two of this book.
Part Three is for families that are ready to sleep-teach. You will
learn our Dream Team Baby approach to help your baby get eleven
to twelve hours of sleep at night, instructions on the specific methods
we use with our clients, and what to do when you hit the inevitable
bumps. Even if you feel 100 percent ready to start sleep teaching
today, please do not jump directly to Part Three. Our whole method
is based on the principle that fixing sleep is not just about the act of
falling sleep. If you skip Parts One and Two, you might miss an
important step that could interfere with your success in implementing the plan in Part Three.
This book also has several real-life sleep stories about different
families who struggled with sleep (some who may just sound a lot
like you). As mothers, we know that hearing from people in your
exact situation can be incredibly motivating. Fortunately, some of
the families we’ve worked with have offered to contribute their
stories and share bits of advice that kept them focused on fixing their
xix
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baby’s sleep. You’ll see their words sprinkled throughout the book,
and we hope it feels comforting to have fellow parents cheer you on
as you help your child learn to love sleep as much as their children
do now.
Throughout this book, we try to be as sensitive to nontraditional families as possible; however, in a few instances, we suggest
that “Dad” put the baby to bed or “Mom” might be feeling a certain
way. Please understand that we are referring to specifically separate
roles in these cases and not suggesting that sleep teaching works
only in traditional families.

If you’re struggling with sleep issues with your children, we
hope you read this entire book and use our advice to help your
family. But no matter what method you end up using, know
in your heart that you’re a great parent because you care
enough to try to make things better for your family.
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INTRODUCTION

A Perfect Little World—
Until Sleep Deprivation
Knocks at Your Door

Y

our baby is finally here! Put aside the stretch mark belly cream,
pack up those worn-out maternity pants, and relish how easy
it is to get up from the couch. Your baby is healthy and cute as a
button—and you’re getting the hang of multitasking like you never
knew possible. All is right within your own little universe.
But before you know it, the first few months with your sweet
baby have passed, and sleep deprivation is setting in. You’ve tried a
few sleep tricks from moms you’ve met, but your baby still won’t
sleep through the night. So you let your baby nap in your arms, or
with you, even on you, but you wonder if you’re creating a bad
sleeper for life. Enter guilt and self-doubt: Why can’t I figure this out?
Is there something wrong with my baby? What am I missing here?
You turn to the Internet, ask more friends, and buy books that
you hope have the answer. But now you’re more confused than ever
before. There seems to be so much conflicting advice. Somewhere in
the back of your head, you hear those ominous words from countless
1

2
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other parents: “You will never sleep well again.” And you start to
believe it’s true.
We’ve been where you are. In our own personal quests for sleep
shortly after the births of our first children, we read and attempted
just about every method out there. It was a long, lonely, and weary
road, but fortunately, we both found sleep for our families. Our collective experiences with poorly sleeping children inspired us to help
other parents like us—parents like you.
At first we didn’t know how to fix sleep, so we enlisted the help
of brilliant doctors, therapists, and other experts in the medical and
mental health communities. Sleep is affected by a lot of different
things, and we wanted everyone to bring their best thinking to the
table. Together we defined some new ways of thinking about sleep
principles and came up with a framework that could be simple and
adaptable for parents, regardless of their parenting styles, child’s
preferences, or even age of the children.
Like a lot of other sleep professionals, we treat sleep in the
same way that nutritionists approach food. The key to maintaining
healthy sleeping and dietary results is proper education and consistency through the challenging times. Of course, ice cream is great—
but it isn’t great in large quantities, day in and day out. Rocking a
baby to sleep in your arms feels great, but if you have to do it for
every sleep cycle seven times every night, no one is going to be
happy—particularly the baby.
In this book, we put sleep in terms you can understand and
relate to. More important, we also help you do everything in your
power to make teaching your baby how to sleep as easy as possible
for you, your child, and the rest of your family. We invest a lot of
time in preparing parents for change and laying important groundwork. For instance, although it may seem as if a child’s only sleep
problem concerns taking naps, we take a 360-degree view of the
child’s life. This is how we’re able to help so many parents create
great sleepers for a lifetime.
You may be reading this to get ready for a baby on the way, or
maybe you aren’t even certain you’re ready to work on fixing sleep
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right now. Or perhaps you were ready to sleep-teach yesterday. In
all of these cases, this book will be very helpful to you.
Our clients encouraged us to write this book because they
thought other sleep books they had consulted are either too rigid
(limiting parents’ intuition) or offer too many confusing or even
contradictory choices. The parents we work with want a clear action
plan that also considers the needs of their specific situation, and
that’s what we provide. We hope this book strikes a similar balance
of specificity of instruction and flexibility for you and your family.
The most important thing you can do for your baby is to be
a happy, healthy parent. When you stop being happy, it’s a
signal that something needs to change.

As you read this book, you’ll learn how to
•

•
•
•
•
•

Foster good general sleep habits (like establishing a routine and
sticking to a schedule) until the time you’re ready to sleep-teach
in deeper detail
Prepare your baby environmentally, physically, and emotionally
for learning to sleep
Understand, accept, and grow in your role as a parent throughout the teaching process
Identify when sleep teaching is working and when it’s not
Interact with your baby at night when she needs you and help
your baby understand when she doesn’t need you
Create a great sleeper for life (while incorporating some flexibility into your life too)

We’re honored to be your partners on this journey of discovery—
one that will change how you see yourself as a parent while having
a positive impact on your baby’s perception of the world.
What could be better?

